
February 3, 2022
Superintendent Rick Slade
Catoctin Mountain Park
14707 Park Central Road
Thurmont, MD 21788

Re: Catoctin Mountain Park wants your input on plan to improve park trail system

Dear Mr. Slade,

Mid Atlantic Climbers (MAC) thanks Catoctin Mountain Park for the opportunity to comment on
the proposed comprehensive trail plan. MAC represents roughly 2,000 members and
supporters in Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Washington, DC, and West Virginia. Our
organization is dedicated to preserving climbing access while promoting responsible climbing
and environmental stewardship, and is committed to advancing justice, equity, diversity, and
inclusion in the outdoors. We value our long standing relationship with the park in working on
stewardship projects, education, and climbing management.

Catoctin Mountain Park is cherished by climbers throughout the mid-Atlantic region for its high
quality boulders, opportunities for entry-level climbing experiences, and natural setting. Having
this resource in close proximity to a major metropolitan region is important to providing access
to the outdoors for local climbers living in more developed areas. Identifying rock climbing as a
feature of interest in the “Purpose and Need” section of the Environmental Assessment
exemplifies our shared goals in enhancing access, where appropriate, for a growing and
diversifying local climbing community. We commend the park for seeking to provide a balance
between increasing recreational use and natural and cultural resource conservation through its
proposal.

MAC strongly supports Alternative B as related to climbing resources in the park. The
proposed new and realigned trails would increase access to the Blue Ridge Summit/Hog Rock
Parking boulders, Blue Ridge Summit Overlook boulders, and some of the Gateway Trail
boulders. This option would also realign 2.7 miles of existing trails to reduce erosion and
improve safety, including the Gateway Trail currently used to access bouldering areas in the
park. We also support other elements of Alternative B, including improved signage for trails
and bouldering sites in the park, routine maintenance on new, realigned, and existing trails,
and additional parking opportunities for visitors.

In 2021 during public scoping, climbers recommended additional new trail connections to the



General, Sickbay, and Bullfrog boulders. We thank the park for considering these proposals
and understand the reasoning behind not including these trails in Alternative B. However, we
urge the park to consider a short trail connection to the Boss Hog boulder, located between
the Hog Rock Trail and the General Boulder, in order to provide a clear path and minimize
vegetation disturbance.

Mid Atlantic Climbers looks forward to continuing to work with the park on climbing
management, education, and stewardship, and would be happy to speak with the park directly
to further discuss our comments.

Sincerely,

Edwin Bachetti
President
Mid Atlantic Climbers
edwin@midatlanticclimbers.org
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